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Most Popular Names by Mothers' Age 2020 - Scotland. For the first year ever, the National Records of Scotland have this year released detailed charts in their dataset of the most
popular names according to the age of the mother, duplicating the same data that England and Wales released in 2018 and 2019 .Â One of the great things about the Scottish data
(provided by the National Records of Scotland) is that it lists all the names given to just one baby in each year. Scottish names are used in the country of Scotland as well as
elsewhere in the Western World as a result of the Scottish diaspora. See also about Scottish names. More Filters. gender.Â This was the name of two 9th-century kings of the Scots
and Picts. It has traditionally been very popular in Scotland, and during the 20th century it became common in the rest of the English-speaking world. Scottish names reflect the rich
cultural heritage of the Scots, originally a Celtic tribe that migrated from northern Ireland. This list includes both uniquely Scottish Gaelic baby names, and other names that have been
used predominantly in Scotland for so long and often that they are thought of internationally as typically Scottish names, such as Flora and Hector.Â In Scotland itself, top Scottish
baby names include Eilidh and Skye for girls, Logan and Harris for boys. (Medieval Scottish names didn't mix and match freely from different languages and cultures -- not even from
different Scottish languages and cultures -- as people do modernly.) For more information on the complexities of names in Scotland, see Scottish Names 101. Articles hosted by this
website can be searched. Please get the permission of the appropriate author before redistributing any of these files! Index to This PageÂ Names of Women Mentioned in the Perth
Guildry Book 1464-1598 by Sara L

